Hardy wood furnace wiring diagram

Quick Links Download this manual. It represents the result of many years of Hardy experience
and the input of Hardy customers in the production of a top quality heater. With the purchase of
this Hardy Heater, you can now appreciate the high degree of craftsmanship and reliability that
have made The Hardy the leader in the Outside Woodburning Heater field. Page 4 If you should
ever have a problem or question please refer to this manual or have it available when you call
your Hardy Dealer or Hardy Manufacturing Company, Inc. Failure to heed this warning or any
additional warnings on the unit may result in an accident causing personal injury. Page 7 2 feet
Chimney height should be 2 feet above roof line. Residence served by furnace Minimum of feet
6. Always remember to comply with all applicable state and local codes. The Hardy outside
wood heater is designed to save the most energy and provide the most comfortable heating
available. It heats your home by heating a stainless steel tank filled with water, which surrounds
the firebox of the outside heater. The unit must be located a minimum of 10 feet from the
building. The unit should be installed upon a concrete pad. There are two typical options that
we recommend. There are two methods to gain access to the rear of the heater to make
plumbing and electrical connections. These grates are designed to be turned over if they warp.
If moisture is allowed into Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter box, it will have a tendency to trip
unwarranted. Measures should be taken to keep the box dry. Page Plumbing Instructions Use
only copper, brass, or stainless steel fittings. Do not use galvanized or black iron. Call your
Hardy dealer to get a chloride test on your water supply. Fill your heater with water through the
condenser stack opening. If the chloride content of your local water supply exceeds the
specifications mentioned above and necessitates the use of bottled or rain water, please do so
to maintain the warranty of your heater. Improper wiring can cause excessive electrical usage or
cause your blower motor to over heat and burn out. Page Connection To Central Unit If more
than one speed is energized at the same time, the blower motor will burn out. Insure that the
Volt Amp rating of the existing 24 volt transformer is not exceeded when the relays in the wood
heating system are energized. Page 26 Section III Location of Heating Coil The following
diagrams and pictures on this page and the following page show various methods of installing
the heating coil in forced air system. Connect the white wire of the two conductor thermostat
wire to the coil of the pump relay on the side that is fed from the common side of the
transformer. Valving arrangement may be located on suction side of pump if space is limited on
pump discharge. This plate heat exchanger will provide preheated water to the domestic hot
water. Call your local Hardy dealer and order rope and silicone for the firebox or ash door. The
fire in the heater must be out to seal the door. With door still mounted on the heater , scrape the
old silicone out of the groove. Page Improper Burning This insures that all of the grates are
clear. Failure to do this will cause your heating system to stop working and the grates to warp. If
the grates warp slightly, they can be turned over and allowed to straighten out. If the capacitor
is defective, replace it. If the electrical winding is defective, replace the complete pump. Page
Temperature Control System Be sure to seal the blower motor back to the blower housing if the
blower is disassembled. The motor should be oiled at the beginning of each heating season.
When the heater is not in use, the power cord for the blower should be unplugged. Page
Preseason Heater Maintenance 1. At times during the year, accidental overheating can occur,
and the water will evaporate. The evaporation causes a concentration of chlorides salts and
other minerals. Plug pump back in. Main power Pump does not run Defective pump Unplug
pump. If blower and Main power Damper solenoid operates, supply and Burning If grates are
warped, turn them over and allow to Remove all the straighten. Print page 1 Print document 42
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. Estimated price only, amount based on model H3. Shipping,
crating, and installation not included. Prices subject to change without notice, contact your
local Hardy dealer for more details. Spring Discounts From Participation Dealers. After 44 years
in business, Hardy Manufacturing Company, Inc. The Company has closed its business
operations. Our longtime regional distributor, Bates Distributors, Inc. He will own the
intellectual properties for the Hardy Heater brand name and can be contacted as follows: Bates
Distributors, Inc. All of the personnel at Hardy Manufacturing Co. Since we've been heating
homes domesticwater, and shops just like yours. The Hardy Outside Wood Gasification , Coal ,
and Light Commercial Wood Heaters are all stainless steel, quality products designed to save
energy and provide the most comfortable heating available while eliminating wood, smoke,
ashes, and fire danger in your home. Owning a Hardy Heater gives you the ability to enjoy
heating any of these: your home, domestic water, pool, shop, dairy barn, or greenhouse with
wood for less money and less hassle than alternative heating options on the market today.
Respiratory problems and allergies are becoming more and more common. Help eliminate these
irritants by retiring your old fireplace and purchasing a safe, clean, energy efficient alternative.
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decree more detail of the monster appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to put emphasis on interconnections higher than living thing appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create definite that all the associates
have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams work the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical
services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use pleasing
symbols for wiring devices, usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not unaided play-act where something is to be installed, but moreover what
type of device is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling well-ventilated has a substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent
light has complementary symbol. Each type of switch has a exchange story and consequently
accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that play a part the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to implement attachment of the address to the public electrical
supply system. Wiring diagrams will in addition to adjoin panel schedules for circuit breaker
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